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Innovating your logistics for a better world

The new Berry Crate

Efficiency and care from harvest to process - end of line
Maximum care

Outstanding freezing efficiency

All internal surfaces rounded and smooth ensure
the berries quality preservation during transport
and storage.

Thanks to its unique ventilation design, Berry crate speeds up cooling
process from collection to storage and enables a blast freezing time divided
by 2, saving up to 24H process. Special Low temperature resistant HDPE
100% food contact guaranteed offer a long life span even at -40°C.

Lightweight and strong
With only 850grs per unit our new berry crate can
take up to 12kg unit load, and stacks up to 250kgs
dynamic load. 18 crates in piles optimize vehicle
and cool chambers fill, and increase truck payload,
more berries and less plastic! Double wall pillars
structure ensure maximum stacking strength.

Easy to handle
Maximized internal dimensions for
easy loading of berries at harvesting.
Lightweight and with a top rim forming
closed handles for operator comfort.
Easy tipping at unloading thanks to the
end base recessed forming handle.
Top rim and strong pillars avoiding
twisting during manual handling when full.
Easy to stack thanks to rounded top
of pillars facilitating centering.

Customization & tracking
Secure your property, manage your fleet, and increase
brand awareness large recessed zones on each side of
pillars for self- adhesive labels, permanent bar code
labels and printing / engraving your name and logo.

Easy to clean
Innovative design ensures no dirt retention.
Slanted rim and base edges speed water drainage.
3 holes on top of pillars avoid water retention when trays are washed upside down.

Berry Crate specifications
8528.001 - 21.5 L - Berry Crate
Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Stacked height
Unit load (Kg)
Stacking load (Kg)

600 x 400 x 135
568 x 368 x 101*
0.875
124
12
250

* Minimum between pillars.
Recessed zones for labels and printing : 45 x 54 (2 per pillar).

The New berry crate is fully compatible at stacking with 
existing fleets. Stacking height being similar, old and new
crates can be mixed on pallets as a uniform load.

Innovating your logistics for a better world
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 Maximized airflow thanks to the new ventilation design: speeds cooling and
blast freezing process up to 50% compared to most crates on the market.

